
Dutch translation of Relational Mission – a way of life 

Recently Relational Mission – a way of life has been translated into Dutch under the title Relational 

Mission – een manier van leven. This is great news. You may wonder why a Dutch translation was 

needed at all as most Dutch speak English. But appearances can be deceptive. When we hear or read 

something in our mother tongue, most of the time we completely understand what is being said, but 

with a second language things are different. We can grasp the general concept of what is being said, 

but miss out on the exact meaning of the words. You need a dictionary to understand everything 

completely. Additionally, what is explained in our mother tongue seems to be easier to remember, 

thus translation is necessary if we want to share important messages. 

The process of translating 
What does the process of translating entail in general? First of all, it is teamwork – a real relational 
mission! Some pointers to all that is needed are listed below: 
 
1. Permission to translate. In order to translate a book, the permission of the original publisher is 

needed. A contract is signed with clear rights and obligations for both sides on finance, translation, 

publication of the title and regulations of all sorts. Often advanced payment is due, yearly sales have 

to be reported and royalties are due over the yearly sales.  

2. Translation. Translation starts with reading the text and writing the first drafts of the translation, 

all of which are time-consuming! It involves: researching the meaning of unknown words; comparing 

the English Bible verses with the various Dutch Bible translations and finding out which is the best; 

trying to preserve the author’s style of writing, but also checking the meaning of English sentences 

with English friends in order to find out what exactly is written: does it mean this or something else? 

And sometimes it turns out both options are applicable! 

3. Theology check. Theological terms in the text must be checked. What are the Dutch equivalents of 

certain terms used in the English text? Do the examples used match our Dutch church culture, or are 

they unknown to us? After the theology check the document is sent back to the translator and 

corrections are made. 

4. Grammar check. After these corrections the document is handed over to someone who is good at 

grammar, and knows all the ins and outs. It is important that someone else reads the texts with a 

new perspective. He/she is able to spot things that the translator might have overlooked because 

they were already so familiar with the text. When finished, the document is returned to the 

translator and the corrections are made, then the whole text is read out loud and ready for lay-out.  

5. Lay-out & copyright page. The copyright page with all the needed information is added when the 

translation is finished. Than the lay-out is made. This can be a bit of a puzzle. The lettering has to fit 

on the page, so that there aren’t headings on one page and the corresponding sentences on the next, 

or too many blank spots. Does the table of contents refer to the right pages? Are all quotes and 

statements correctly formatted etc.? Then follows a last check of the text, to make sure no 

paragraphs got lost during the making of the lay-out. 

6. Cover and recommendations. The original cover design of Relational Mission – a way of life is also 

used for the Dutch version, it saved time and made it recognisable. The acknowledgements were 

translated and, as some of the people who wrote them are not well known in our country, replaced 

by ones written by people better known to the Dutch market. 



7. Printing. Formerly books were only printed in a fixed number of copies. Nowadays for small 

amounts of books, printing on demand is useful. It takes a bit more time to arrive in the bookstore, 

but no storage is needed and the number of copies is unlimited. 

Over the years we’ve translated and published quite a few English titles into Dutch, including some of 

Terry Virgo’s books like The Spirit-Filled Church and START, but also Battle for the Mind by David 

Holden and the more recent Practical Theology for Women by Wendy Horger Alsup and Romans by 

Phil Moore. The WORDplus material has also been translated into Dutch and published. 

So translating is not something that happens in one easy step, it’s no small task. Nonetheless, holding 

the finished book in your own hands is something very satisfying. Yet, what is even more satisfying 

than that is knowing that the contents of the very book you are holding can bless and make a 

difference in the Church and can help people to grow in their relationship with God and each other. 
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